
Kill the Queen by Jennifer Estep Book Club 

1. What do you think of the 1st person narration? 

2. Is the designation of people as mutts who don’t have a magic a good way to divide society? 

3. Do you like Everleigh? 

4. How does the life of an orphaned royal without magic or prestige sound?  

5. Does a castle made out of an old mine sound fascinating? 

6. Why do you think a royal would have to apprentice to a jeweler? 

7. Does Everleigh seem like she is 28? 

8. Should Everleigh hide her immunity to magic? 

9. Why do you think Alvis gave Everleigh her shard bracelet? 

10. Does Everleigh’s room which is full of books sound interesting? 

11. If you read the other Jennifer Estep books did you catch the Easter egg on page 51 of the 

cousins’ names? 

12.  Do Morph marks sound cool and would you want one? 

13. Who is your favorite character and why? 

14. Who is your least favorite character and why? 

15. Why do you think Everleigh mentions the extra unknown guards several times?   

16. Were you surprised when Vasilia attacked at the luncheon? 

17. Is Everleigh’s guilt about not realizing the champagne was poisoned justified? 

18. Were you surprised that Queen Cordelia agreed that she planned to send her own daughter off 

to be assassinated? 

19. What do you think of the plan to kill everyone with Blair blood at the luncheon? 

20. Why do you think Everleigh saved Gemma? 

21. How would you respond to your queen’s dying order that you had to live? 

22. What did you think of Vasilia’s bad guy monologue to taunt Captain Auster? 

23. Are the italics to illustrate flashbacks a good addition to the book? 

24. Does the gladiator show at the Black Swan sound cool? 

25. What do you think of Sullivan? 

26. Was his response to finding a strange woman in his home an overreaction? 

27. Why do you think Everleigh didn’t tell Serilda the truth and instead led with pies? 

28. Would you rather live at Seven Spires or the Black Swan? 

29.  Does a black ring match between Emilie and Evie seem fair? 

30. How does her refusal to cheat show Evie’s character? 

31. Why do you think Evie trusted Paloma with her secret? 

32. How does rage shape a person like it’s shaped Evie? 

33. Do you like the way the Tanzen Freund dance comes back into the story? 

34. Why tell everyone the truth when you think you are going to die? 

35. Did you expect Xenia to have survived? 

36. What do you think of the relationship between Sullivan and Evie? 

37. Is her coronation a good place for Everleigh to challenge Vasilia? 

38. What did you think of the fight scene? 

39. What did you think of the ending? 

40. Did you like the book? 

41. Would you read more in the series? 


